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Isaac Newton: the first successful gravity theory

Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687) 
Establishes classical mechanics 
Three laws of motion 
Universal gravity theory  
Derives Kepler’s laws 
Develops Calculus 

1642 – 1726/7 



Newton’s gravity theory: strengths and limitations

 Strengths: 

Unique logical framework for both 
the celestial and everyday life 
motions  

Poweful tool, allowing Le Verrier to 
predict the planet Neptune from 
the motion of the planet Uranus 

Remarkably precise on the Earth 
(for weak gravity  

and slow motions) 

Simple: one single scalar field 

Limitations: 

Assumes aether 

The motion of the planets deviates  
     from the Newtonian prediction  
     (excess in the perihelion shift) 

Not precise enough even on the Earth if one 
desires to use GPS 

its accuracy of 15 m requires  
50 ns temporal precision 
SR: time dilation  

-7 μs / day 
GR: gravitational blueshift  

45 μs / day 
 Combined Inaccuracy of  

11.4 km / day 

Infinite propagation speed 

ε =
Gm
c2r

≈
v2

c2
≪ 1



General relativity, Einstein’s gravity theory

1. Matter tells space-time how to curve 
(Einstein equation) 

2. Space-time tells matter, how to move 
(geodetic equation) 



The success of General Relativity
Solar System & other tests      Hulse-Taylor pulsar                     Double pulsar 
  

                                                                                                                               40s change in 30 years!!    (4x10-8) 
                                                                                      

                                                                                                                Gravity Probe B 

  
            www.icg.port.ac.uk/cosmological-tests-of-gravity/            

                                                                                                           Everitt, C.W.F.; Parkinson, B.W. (2009).
                                                                                               "Gravity Probe B Science Results—NASA Final Report"

                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     https://www.nrao.edu/news/newsletters/enews/enews_1_2/einstein.shtml 
                                                                                       

http://www.icg.port.ac.uk/cosmological-tests-of-gravity/
http://einstein.stanford.edu/content/final_report/GPB_Final_NASA_Report-020509-web.pdf
https://www.nrao.edu/news/newsletters/enews/enews_1_2/einstein.shtml


Network of second generation gravitational wave observatories 

Advanced LIGO, Hanford, USA, 4km   Advanced LIGO, Livingston, USA, 4km     Advanced Virgo, Cascina, Italy, 3km     KAGRA, Kamioke, Japan, 3km 
 

GW150915   GW151012    GW151226  O1 
 

GW170104   GW170608    GW170729  O2 
   

GW170809   GW170814  GW170817  O2 
GW170818   GW170823  

The success of General Relativity



The success of General Relativity: Gravitational waves 
O1 and O2

O3

BNS: GW170817



The success of GR: Event Horizon Telescope - M87 Pōwehi

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/
10.1088/1742-6596/131/1/012053/pdf?
fbclid=IwAR258WA8ofbOCkeFwO3HuaD9yZQ0V
4FNE9MGCsmj1r_y229EuuqgtJnbNuI


https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/131/1/012053/pdf?fbclid=IwAR258WA8ofbOCkeFwO3HuaD9yZQ0V4FNE9MGCsmj1r_y229EuuqgtJnbNuI
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/131/1/012053/pdf?fbclid=IwAR258WA8ofbOCkeFwO3HuaD9yZQ0V4FNE9MGCsmj1r_y229EuuqgtJnbNuI
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/131/1/012053/pdf?fbclid=IwAR258WA8ofbOCkeFwO3HuaD9yZQ0V4FNE9MGCsmj1r_y229EuuqgtJnbNuI
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/131/1/012053/pdf?fbclid=IwAR258WA8ofbOCkeFwO3HuaD9yZQ0V4FNE9MGCsmj1r_y229EuuqgtJnbNuI


What is the problem with GR then?

Both DM and DE interact only gravitationally  

Hope to test EFT in the near future                 

               Need for modifying GR ! 

Dark energy:    Cosmological constant? 

But this vacuum energy density is 60 orders of 
magnitude smaller than the theoretical prediction 
of zero-point energy in quantum field theory 

No dark matter detected:

2000 - MACHO (microlensing) 
2014, 2016 - WIMP particles (LUX, PandaX-II, 

Xenon100) 
2015 - Axions (Axion Dark Matter Experiment, 

Centre for Experimental Nuclear Physics 
and Astrophysics (CENPA), University of 
Washington) 

2016 - Sterile neutrinos (IceCube) 
2016 - Extra dimensions (LHC)  
2016 - Supersymmetric particles (LHC) 
2019 - stau, Higgsino not found (ATLAS, LHC)

Quantum gravity:    several attempts, no 
established final theory 

Its low energy (infrared) limit should give GR and 
corrections at first order —> effective field theory 
(EFT)  



What else is the problem with GR?
4 ) Highly non-renormalizable,  

can not be formulated as a QFT as for the other fundamental forces,  
can not directly be embedded into the standard model of particle physics  

5) Early Universe inflation requires additional field(s), 
best fit with CMB data given by Einstein gravity with an inflaton field  
(slow-roll model with a concave potential) 
Y. Akrami et al. [Planck Collaboration], “Planck 2018 results. X. Constraints on inflation,” arXiv:1807.06211 [astro-ph.CO].  

6) Tensions in the determination of the Hubble-parameter 
CMB measurements from Planck:  

                          km/s/Mpc 
SNIa measurements from SHoES21:  

                           km/s/Mpc 
GW170817 luminosity distance and optical transient: 

                  km/s/Mpc 

7) Problems in defining gravitational  
energy-momentum, null boundary terms in the  
action, occurrence of singularities… 

70.0+12.0
−8.0

73.24 ± 1.74

67.74 ± 0.46



 By relaxing one of the fundamental hypotheses of the Lovelock 
theorem that makes Einstein theory unique:  

- invariance under diffeomorphisms,  

(ex: Lorentz-invariance breaking, massive gravity) 

- locality,  

- pure metric formulation in four space-time dimensions  

(add new fields, representing gravity, ex: scalar-tensor theories) 

 In general they contain one or more extra d.o.f-s, used to 

- describe dark energy (fifth force) 

- make the theory renormalizable (cure the UV problem of GR) 

 Requirements: 

- compatibility with observations (Solar System, etc…) 

- stability                             perturbations                  this talk 

How to go beyond GR?



Various techniques for discussing perturbations
A) Newman-Penrose formalism ( 1+1+1+1 decomposition) 
 pros: first order diff. eqs, 
 cons: myriad of variables, 4 types of non-commuting derivatives 
 - ex: black hole perturbations(Chandrasekhar): 70 coupled diff. eqs. for 50 indep. Vars. 
 - ex: Vacuum Kerr-Schild space-times (my PhD thesis) 

B) 2+1+1 decomposition based on kinematic quantities (optical scalars)  
+ electric and magnetic projections of the Weyl tensor 
 pros: generically applicable 
 cons: still many variables 

C) metric perturbations 
pros: only 10 metric functions 

 cons: requires full gauge fixing  
versions:  
3+1 decomposition, ADM variables 

2+1+1 decomposition, orthogonal double foliation  
L.Á. Gergely, Z. Kovács, Phys. Rev. D 72, 064015 (2005) 
Z. Kovács, L.Á. Gergely, Phys. Rev. D 77, 024003 (2008) 

2+1+1 decomposition, nonorthogonal double foliation 
C. Gergely, Z. Keresztes, L. Á. Gergely, Universe 4, 9 (2018) 
C. Gergely, Z. Keresztes, L. Á. Gergely, Phys. Rev. D 99, 124019 (2019) 



 L.Á. Gergely, Z. Kovács, Phys. Rev. D 72, 064015 (2005) 
Z. Kovács, L.Á. Gergely, Phys. Rev. D 77, 024003 (2008) 

two 3D hypersurfaces: St (constant time parameter: t )  

          Mχ (constant spatial parameter: χ )  
	 intersection 2D surface: Σt χ  with induced metric: 
	 2+1+1 decomposition of 4D metric:  
	  

evolution vectors: 
	  	   
  

 due to co-dimensions 2, the embedding of Σt χ is complicated: 
 extrinsic curvatures:  
 normal fundamental forms: 
 normal fundamental scalars: 
 accelerations: 
  

2+1+1 decomposition, orthogonal double foliation



 4D line-element in ADM-like variables (adapted to the 2+1+1 decomposition):  
	  
	  	   
  

  
 gravitational variables:                     ( 3+2+1 = 6 metric variables)  
 generalised velocities:  

(extrinsic curvature, normal fundamental form, normal fundamental scalar) 
 non-dynamical metric variables:    ( 1+2 = 3 metric variables) 
 (lapse, shift: – Lagrange-multipliers in the action  
        – coordinate system choice / diffeomorphism / gauge freedom) 
 à only 9 metric variables 
     one of the gauge degrees of freedom was consumed by orthogonality! 
    This a problem, it hampers unambiguous gauge fixing!

Gravitational dynamics with orthogonal double foliations



Nonorthogonal foliations

the 10th metric variable!
   Lie-brackets                          na vorticity-free, orthogonal to St  (Frobenius-theorem) 

  

                                          

ma has vorticity

from the duality relations:



    Decomposition of the covariant derivatives: 

     Geometrical quantities involved: 
  

The geometrical quantities of normals



The 10th metric variable gives vorticity to the basis vectors

      & is related to the Lorentz-rotation of the bases



Generalised coordinates:  

Generalised velocities: 

   
                  time derivatives! 
Variables expressing gauge freedom:  

Non-dynamical geometrical quantities:

The velocity phase space



Gauss identity:
(Σtχ projection of the Riemann-tensor in the na,ma basis): 

 

Einstein-Hilbert action:

2+1+1 decomposition of the metric determinant: 

2+1+1 decomposition of the curvature scalar (twice contracted Gauss-identity): 

                D-derivatives 
                χ-derivatives 
           R+time-derivatives 

2+1+1 form of the gravitational action in GR



Lagrangian density:  
Boundary terms: 

Hamiltonian density: 
Hamiltonian and momentum constraints: 

Legendre transformation

new

new



Generalised momenta expressed with  
generalised velocities                      :  

Boundary terms: 
(in terms  
 of momenta) 

Hamiltonian and momentum constraints (in terms of momenta): 

Hamiltonian dynamics

new



Poisson brackets of two functionals:  

with:  

Poisson brackets of canonical pairs: 

Smeared Hamiltonian density:                          Canonical equations: 

Poisson brackets

new



Canonical coordinate evolutions: 

Canonical momenta evolutions: 

Explicit form of canonical equations

new



Gravitational scalar-tensor theories
Horndeski-theory: the most general scalar-tensor theory with at 
most second order dynamics for both the scalar and the metric 
G.W. Horndeski, Int. J. Theor. Phys. 10, 363 (1974) 
C. Deffayet, G. Esposito-Farese, A. Vikman, Phys. Rev. D 79, 084003 (2009) 
C. Deffayet, S. Deser, G. Esposito-Farese, Phys. Rev. D 80, 064015 (2009) 

Includes: GR, quintessence, k-essence, Brans-Dicke, f(R), galileon … 

The effective field theory (EFT) approach: action depending of 
geometric scalars, second order dynamics, space derivatives could 
be of higher order: GLPV theories / beyond Horndeski theories 
J. Gleyzes, D. Langlois, F. Piazza, F. Vernizzi, J. Cosmos. Astropart. Phys. 08 (2013) 025. 

Kinetic braiding subclass of Horndeski and beyond Horndeski theories:

Properties: Second order dynamics both for the tensor and scalar 
GWs (tensor perturbations) propagate with the speed of light



Constraints on Horndeski theory from GW170817Constraints on Horndeski theory from GW170817
GW propagation speed agrees with the 
speed of light at the order of one part 
in quadrillionth at low redshifts  
1. Theories with dependence of the 

kinetic term X in the coupling of 
the Ricci curvature R and 
Einstein tensor Gmn in L4 and L5 
are disruled  

2. L5 does not depend on Φ either 
(except through its derivatives) 

3. due to the Bianchi identities, the 
whole L5 vanishes 

Kobayashi, T.; Yamaguchi, M.; Yokoyama, J., Prog. Theor. 
Phys. 2011, 126, 511–529. 
De Felice, A.; Tsujikawa, S., JCAP 2012, 007. 
Baker, T.; Bellini, E.; Ferreira, P.G.; Lagos, M.; Noller, J.; 
Sawicki, I., Phys. Rev. Lett. 2017, 119, 251301. 
Ezquiaga, J.M.; Zumalacarregu, M., Phys. Rev. Lett. 2017, 
119, 251304. 
Creminelli, P.; Vernizzi, F. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2017, 119, 
251302.



EFT action: 

Scalars from embedding variables: 

Variations to second order: 

variation of the metric determinant: 

Stability analysis example: perturbations of spherically 
symmetric static BHs in scalar-tensor gravity

 
conformal transformation 
between the 2-dimensional metrics:

conformal-factor

“radial unitary” gauge



Line element: 

Background values of the variables in the action: 

Nonvanishing first order variations (4 independent): 

Vanishing ones (second order variations only): 

Other (dependent) first order variations:

First order variation



First order variation of the EFT action: 

Equations of motion:

Equations of motion for the background

arising from the  
non-orthogonality 
of the employed  
double foliation



Unambiguous gauge-fixing for scalar perturbations of both the metric 
tensor and scalar field on a spherically symmetric, static background.                                                                
C. Gergely, Z. Keresztes, L. Á. Gergely, Gravitational dynamics in 2+1+1 decomposed space-time along nonorthogonal double foliations. Hamiltonian 

evolution and gauge fixing, Phys. Rev. D 99, 104071 (2019) 

Perturbed metric (overbar = unperturbed quantities): 

Choices on the background:                               (evolutions perpendicular to Σtχ) 

                                                            (perpendicular double foliation)  
 
                                                            (constant scalar field on         ) 

Scalar perturbations for GLPV black holes: gauge fixing

R. Kase, L. Á. Gergely, S. Tsujikawa, Effective field 
theory of modified gravity on the spherically 
symmetric background:  Leading order dynamics 
and the odd-type perturbations Phys. Rev. D  90, 
124019 (2014) 



Transformations of the metric and scalar 
under diffeomorphisms: 
(overhat = perturbation after diffeomorphism)

Even/odd decomposition and transformation
Helmholz-type decomposition of the shift vectors and metric tensor into 
scalars (even), curl-free (even) and divergence-free (odd) parts:

in 
de

ta
il



perturbation of 2D-metric = conformal rescaling

Gauge choice

Choice of       :   (1) for orthogonal foliation 

contains an arbitrary function,  
hampering the physical interpretation of perturbations 

(2) for non-orthogonal foliations
unambiguous gauge-choice:

After gauge-fixing the discussion of perturbations possible 

even sector:                                                    odd sector:
 Zerilli-type                                                                          Regge-Wheeler-type 

																																										F.	Zerilli,	Phys.	Rev.	D	9,	860	(1974)																																																																																								T.	Regge,	J.	A.	Wheeler,	Phys.	Rev.	108,	1063	(1957)	

(only they have first order contributions)



Comparison of gauge choices
T. Regge, J. A. Wheeler, Stability of a Schwarzschild Singularity, Phys. Rev. 108, 1063 (1957).  
GR, time-independent Schrödinger-equation with an effective potential

Stable w.respect to perturbations

T. Kobayashi, H. Motohashi, T. Suyama, Black hole perturbation in the most general scalar-tensor theory with second-order 
field equations I: The odd-parity sector, Phys. Rev. D 85, 084025 (2012) [arXiv:1202.4893 [gr-qc]]. 
T. Kobayashi, H. Motohashi, T. Suyama, Black hole perturbation in the most general scalar-tensor theory with second-order 
field equations II: the even-parity sector, Phys. Rev. D 89, 084042 (2014) [arXiv:1402.6740 [gr- qc]]. 
Horndeski, stability analysis, only 3 RW variables 

R. Kase, L. Á. Gergely, S. Tsujikawa, Effective field theory of modified gravity on spherically symmetric background: 
leading order dynamics and the odd mode perturbations, Phys. Rev. D 90, 124019 (2014) [arXiv:1406.2402 [hep-th]]. 
EFT, odd sector stability analysis, nonphysical variables in the even sector

C. Gergely, Z. Keresztes, L. Á. Gergely, Gravitational dynamics in 2+1+1 decomposed space-time along nonorthogonal 
double foliations. Hamiltonian evolution and gauge fixing, Phys. Rev. D, megjelenés alatt (2019). 
EFT, 4 RW variables + 1 d.o.f. due to the scalar 

RW 

KMS 

KGT 

GKG



Odd sector analysis: Q, W
Odd sector unaffected by the arbitrary function F, has been 

discussed in the framework of the orthogonal double foliation:  

4th order equations for the evolution of perturbations: 

  

where: 

R. Kase, L. Á. Gergely, S. Tsujikawa, Effective field theory of modified gravity on the spherically symmetric background:  
Leading order dynamics and the odd-type perturbations Phys. Rev. D 90, 124019 (2014) 



Multipolar decomposition
Decomposition in terms of spherical harmonics: 

Reduce the differential order to 2 by exploring the identities: 

2nd order system for each mode: 
  2nd order time derivative -> dynamical eq. 

   
  1st order time derivative —> Lagrangian constraint 



    last term is l-dependent 
    —>            to avoid                                                                    

propagation speed to be                                        mode-
dependent (holds in  

     both Horndeski and                                                                   
GLPV) 

Monopolar mode: trivial, appear only in total divergences in Lag.  
Dipolar mode: non-dynamical, constant in time 
Higher order mode solutions parametrically given as: 

Second-order correction in the Lagrangian: 

                         

Monopolar, dipolar, higher-order modes



- Condition to avoid scalar ghosts:  
- Dispersion relations in the radial direction and along the sphere in 

the high-frequency / geometrical optics / large wave number limit: 

- Sound velocity-squares :          
(defined as change of tortoise  
coordinate in proper time) 

- Conditions to avoid Laplacian instabilities:  

 - was applied to both covariantized and covariant galileon models 

Ghost modes, stability analysis



• We reestablished the full gauge invariance, by exploring a non-orthogonal double 
foliation. Generic discussion of perturbations is now possible.  
  

• We geometrically interpreted the 10th metric variable as 
(1) the angle of the Lorentz-rotation of the basis vectors,  
(2) the measure of the vorticity of the basis vectors.  

• We identified those geometrical quantities characterising the embedding, which 
bear dynamical role (they contain time-derivatives).   
  

• For scalar-tensor gravitational theories we worked out an unambiguous gauge 
fixing for spherically symmetric static black hole perturbations, applicable for 
both the even and odd sectors. 

• We derived the first order variations of an EFT action for spherically symmetric 
static background and obtained the equations of motion for the background 

• We completed the discussion of the odd modes of perturbations, including 
stability analysis  

• Full second order variation and discussion of the even modes — in progress  

Summary



Prospects
1. Could the Event Horizon Telescope distinguish between general relativistic and 

modified gravity black holes? 
Not yet. (Cannot distinguish various black holes / accretion parameters in                                  
resolution not even in general relativity)

μas



Prospects
2. Can distinguish gravitational wave detection between general relativistic and 

modified gravity black holes?  
In the future yes. (Third generation detectors)

https://www.darkgra.org/gw-echo-catalogue.html?
fbclid=IwAR0eviY1f6TV2G1Ft4P8OkSEilhRlsEmzEiG2B0b3HUjNFu0Bq31IB_gNd8 

https://www.darkgra.org/gw-echo-catalogue.html?fbclid=IwAR0eviY1f6TV2G1Ft4P8OkSEilhRlsEmzEiG2B0b3HUjNFu0Bq31IB_gNd8
https://www.darkgra.org/gw-echo-catalogue.html?fbclid=IwAR0eviY1f6TV2G1Ft4P8OkSEilhRlsEmzEiG2B0b3HUjNFu0Bq31IB_gNd8

